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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to consider the moments and the semi-
moments (i.e semi-kurtosis) for portfolio selection with fuzzy risk fac-
tors (i.e. trapezoidal risk factors). In order to measure the lep-
tokurtocity of fuzzy portfolio return, notions of moments (i.e. Kur-
tosis) kurtosis and semi-moments(i.e. Semi-kurtosis) for fuzzy port-
folios are originally introduced in this paper, and their mathematical
properties are studied. As an extension of the mean-semivariance-
skewness model for fuzzy portfolio, the mean-semivariance-skewness-
semikurtosis is presented and its four corresponding variants are also
considered. We briey designed the genetic algorithm integrating
fuzzy simulation for our optimization models.
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In portfolio analysis, an asset return is usually characterized as a random
variable on a probability space (see Bachelier [1] and Markowitz [14]). An
important area of nance research is portfolio selection which is to select a
combination of assets under the constraints of the investor objectives. Since
returns are uncertain in nature, allocation capital in dierent risky assets
to minimize risk and to maximize the return is the main concern of portfo-
lio selection. Modern portfolio selection theory has been introduced by the
seminal work of [14] which consider trade-o between return and risk. As
in Markowitz[15], variance has been widely accepted as a risk measure by
numerous portfolio selection models. However variance as a risk measure has
some shortcomings and limitations (see [15]).
One important shortcoming is that analysis based on variance considers
high returns as equally undesirable low returns (i.e. it does not take into
account the asymmetry of the probability distribution). Then there is a
controversy over the issue of whether higher moments should be considered
in portfolio selection models. Some authors such as Samuelson [18], Krauss
et al. [11], Konno et al.[9]-[10], Briec et al.[4] have argued that it is important
to take into account higher moments than the rst and second ones (see also
_ For instance Samuelson [18] showed that investors would prefer a portfolio
with a larger third order moment if rst and second moments are same.
The above literature assumed that the securities returns are random vari-
ables with xed expected returns and variances values. However, since in-
vestors receive ecient or inecient information from the real world, am-
biguous factors usually exist in it. Consequently, we need to consider not
only random conditions but also ambiguous and subjective conditions for
portfolio selection problems. A recent litterature has recognized the fuziness
and the uncertainty of portfolios returns. As discussed in [6], investors can
make use of fuzzy set to reect the vagueness and ambiguity of securities
(i.e. incompleteness of information due to the lack of data). Therefore, the
probability theory becomes dicult to used. For example, some authors
such as Tanaka and Guo [19] quantied mean and variance of a portfolio
through fuzzy probability and possibility distributions, Carlsson et al.[2]-[3]
used their own denitions of mean and variance of fuzzy numbers. In par-
ticular, Huang [7] quantied portfolio return and risk by the expected value
and variance based on credibility measure. Recently, Huang [7] has proposed
the mean-semivariance model for portfolio selection and Li et al.[5], Kar et







































1Dierent from Huang [7] and Li et al.[5], after recalling the denition
of mean, variance, semi-variance and skewness, this paper consider the k-
moments (i.e. Kurtosis for k = 4) and semi-moments (i.e. semi-Kurtosis for
k = 4) for portfolio selection with fuzzy risk factors (i.e. returns). Several em-
pirical studies show that portfolio returns have fat tails. Generally investors
would prefer a portfolio return with smaller kurtosis which indicates the lep-
tokurtosis (fat-tails or thin-tails) when the mean value, the variance and the
asymmetry are the same. In order to measure the leptokurtocity of fuzzy
portfolio return, notions of moments and the semi-moments of fuzzy portfo-
lio are originally introduced in this paper, and their mathematical properties
are studied. As an extension of the mean-semivariance-skewness model for
fuzzy portfolio, the mean-semivariance-skewness-semikurtosis is presented
and the corresponding variants (the mean-variance-skewness-kurtosis, the
mean-variance-skewness-semikurtosis and the mean-variance-skewness-semikurtosis
models) are also considered. We briey designed the genetic algorithm inte-
grating fuzzy simulation for our optimization models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some prelimi-
nary knowledge on fuzzy variable and credibility measure. In Section 3, we
recall the notions of mean, variance, and skewness of a fuzzy variable. We
introduce kurtosis for fuzzy variables, study some of its properties and deter-
mine, for an integer k > 1; the k-moment of a symmetric fuzzy trapezoidal
fuzzy variable. We compute variance, skewness and kurtosis of trapezoidal
numbers and triangular numbers. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of
semi-moment of order n=2p (p 2 N) of a fuzzy variable. We justify that the
particular cases of the semi-moment are the known notion of semi variance
and the new notion of semi-Kurtosis for p = 1 and p = 2 respectively. We
compute the semi-variance and the semi-kurtosis of a trapezoidal fuzzy vari-
able. We establish some links between moment and semi-moment of fuzzy
variable. After a brief introduction of fuzzy-simulation-based genetic algo-
rithm, Section 5 suggests some determinist optimization programs with a
family of independent triangular fuzzy numbers and, proposes a genetic al-
gorithm to compute Kurtosis and semi-kurtosis of a fuzzy variable. Section
6 contains some concluding remarks and the proofs are in Section 7.
2 Fuzzy variable and credibility
Let  be a fuzzy variable with membership function . For any x 2 R, (x)
represents the possibility that  takes value x. For any set B, Liu dened


















































It is easy to show that credibility measure is self-dual. That is,
Cr(f 2 Bg) + Cr(f 2 B
cg) = 1:
Remark 1. Note that for  taking values in B, Zadeh has dened the pos-
sibility measure of B by
Pos(f 2 Bg) = sup
x2B
(x)
and the necessity measure of  by
Nec(f 2 Bg) = 1   sup
x2Bc
(x):
But neither, of these measures are self-dual. That reason also justied the
introduction of the credibility measure by Liu [12].
Example 1. 1. Let  = (a;b;c;d) be a trapezoidal fuzzy number (with
a  b  c  d). For any r 2 R, Cr(  r) is dened as follows:
Cr(f  rg) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 if r < a
1
2(r a
b a) if a  r < b
1
2 if b  r < c
1   1
2(r d
c d) if c  r < d
1 if d  r
and
Cr(f  rg) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
1 if r < a
1   1
2(r a
b a) if a  r < b
1
2 if b  r < c
1
2(r d
c d) if c  r < d
0 if d  r
:
2. For all r 2 R, the credibility of a triangular fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c)
(with a  b  c) is given by:




0 if r < a
1
2(r a
b a) if a  r < b
1   1
2(r c
b c) if b  r < c











































1 if r < a
1   1
2(r a
b a) if a  r < b
1
2(r c
b c) if b  r < c
0 if c  r
:
Let us end this Section by giving some notations useful throughout this
paper.
 For a trapezoidal fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c;d) such that a 6= b and
c 6= d; supp() = [a;d] its support, cor() = [b;c] its core, ls the length
of supp() and lc the length of cor(): We set:
 = b   a; = d   b;ls() = d   a and lc() = c   b:
 For a triangular fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c) such that b 6= a and c 6= a;
we set:
1 = maxfb   a;c   bg and  = minfb   a;c   bg:
  = (a;b;c;d) is symmetric (that is 9t 2 R;8r 2 R;(t r) = (t+r))
if  = ; and  = (a;b;c) is symmetric if 1 = ;
3 Moments of the trapezoidal of fuzzy vari-
ables
3.1 Expected Value, Variance and Skewness of fuzzy
random variables
The denitions of the expected value, variance and skewness of fuzzy variables
are obtained from Li et al. [5].
Denition 1. Let  be a fuzzy variable. Then its expected value is dened
as
E[] = e =
Z +1
0
Crf  rg dr  
Z 0
 1
Crf  rg dr (2)
provided that at least one of the above integrals is nite.
Remark 2. Note that, expected value is one of the most important concepts






































1Example 2. The expected value of a trapezoidal fuzzy variable denoted  =
(a;b;c;d) is given by E[] = a+b+c+d
4 and the expected value of a triangular
fuzzy variable denoted  = (a;b;c) is given by E[] = a+2b+c
4 .
Denition 2. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e. Then its
variance is dened as
V [] = E[(   e)
2]: (3)
Let us determine the variance of a trapezoidal fuzzy variable and that of
a triangular fuzzy variable.
Example 3. 1. Let  = (a;b;c;d) be a fuzzy trapezoidal variable with
expected value E[] = a+b+c+d
4 = e. The variance V [] of  is given by:







































2. We can easily check that if  is symmetric ( = ), V [] simply becomes
V [] =
3[lc() + ]2 + 2
24
:
3. Let  = (a;b;c) be a triangular fuzzy variable such that E[] = a+2b+c
4 =
e:
The variance V [] of  can be deduced from the variance of a trapezoidal








- The variances of the following three trapezoidal fuzzy variables are:
V [( 1;2;3;4)] = 41
24;V [(1;2;3;4)] = 13
24 and V [( 1;0;1;4)] = 41
24:
- The variances of the following three triangular fuzzy variables are:
V [( 1;0;4)] = 2491
1536 and V [( 1;1;2)] = V [(1;2;4)] = 123
256:
Let us end this Subsection with some useful preliminaries on the Skewness






































1Denition 3. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e: Then its
skewness is dened as
Sk() = E[(   e)
3]: (4)
Remark 3. If  has a symmetric membership, then Sk[] = 0, see [5].
In the following example, we determine the skewness of trapezoidal and
triangular fuzzy variable respectively.





















































(c + a   2b):
In the following Subsection, we determine, for an integer k > 1; the k-
moment of a symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy variable.
3.2 k-moment of a symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy vari-
able
Proposition 1. Let  = (a;b;c;d) be a symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy variable
with expected value E[] = e: For an integer k > 1, the k-moment mk =










2k+1(k+1) if k is even
Corollary 1. Let  = (a;b;c) be a symmetric triangular fuzzy variable with
expected value E[] = e. For an integer p  1, the k-moment mk = E[( e)k]
is given by:
 If k = 2p + 1, then
mk = m2p+1 = 0 (5)







































13.3 Kurtosis: denitions, rst properties and some
particular cases
In this section, we introduce the kurtosis of a fuzzy variable. We study its
properties and give some examples.
Denition 4. Let  be a fuzzy variable such that E[] = e < 1:
 The kurtosis of ; denoted K[], is given by:
K[] = E[(   e)
4]:




We can rewrite K[] and K1[] by means of a credibility measure. For
such, we have:
Let  be a fuzzy variable such that E[] = e < 1:





4  rg dr: (6)
 The normalized kurtosis K1[] is given by:
K1[] =
R +1
0 Crf(   e)4  rgdr
[
R +1
0 Crf(   e)2  rgdr]2: (7)
The following result determines the Kurtosis by means of a credibility
measure. It also establishes some properties on the linearity of the Kurtosis.
Proposition 2. Let  be a fuzzy variable such that E[] = e:




Crf   e 
4 p
rg _ Crf   e 
4 p
rgdr: (8)




0 Crf   e 
4 p





0 Crf   e 
2 p








































13. 8a;b 2 R;K[a + b] = a4K[]:
4. 8a;b 2 R;K1[a + b] = K1[]:
When  becomes a symmetric fuzzy variable, then the previous formulas
become
















0 Crf   e 
2 p
rgdr]2: (11)
Let us end this Section with the following Proposition which determine
the kurtosis of trapezoidal and triangular fuzzy variable.
Proposition 3. 1. Let  = (a;b;c;d) a fuzzy trapezoidal variable with






































2. If  = (a;b;c;d) is symmetric, the previous expression of K[] becomes:
K[] =
5[lc() + ]4 + 102[lc() + ]2 + 4
160
:
3. Let  = (a;b;c) be a triangular fuzzy variable such that E[] = a+2b+c
4 =
e:
The kurtosis K[] of  can be deduced from the kurtosis of a trapezoidal




















































where K[] and V [] have been already given before.
 For  =  the new expression of K1[] is:
K1[] =




We deduce from the previous formulae that:
The normalized Kurtosis of some examples of trapezoidal fuzzy variables are:
K1[( 1;2;3;4)] = 27414
8405 , K1[(1;2;3;4)] = 2178




We notice that: for  = (a;b;c) a triangular fuzzy number, we have:
- if b=a, then K[] = 253
10:2404 with E[] = 3b+c
4 :
- if b=c, then K[] = 253
10:2404 with E[] = a+3b
4 :
3.4 Moments of portfolio
Example 5. Let (i = (ai;bi;ci;di))i=1;2;:::;n be a family of n independent
trapezoidal fuzzy variables and x = (x1;:::;xn) a family of n positive reals.
The portfolio  =
Pn

















is a fuzzy variable and its expectation is:





(ai + bi + ci + di)xi: (12)
Proposition 4.  The variance of  is
















































































































k=1 xk(k + k + jk   kj)
:





k=1 xk(bk   ak)
[(
Pn












k=1 xk(ck   dk)
[(
Pn





















































































k=1 xk(k + k + jk   kj)
:
Corollary 3. Let (i = (ai;bi;ci))i=1;2;:::;n be a family of n independent tri-
angular fuzzy variables, x = (x1;:::;xn) a family of n positive reals, and
 =
P
xixii be the portfolio.
Then














































1 + 1112   3
3841
:








xi(ci   2bi + ai)









4 Semi-Moment of fuzzy variable
Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e. We dene the variable




   e if   e
0 if  > e : (13)
4.1 Denitions












2p  rgdr: (14)











In the case where p = 1, we obtain the well-known semivariance of 
described as follows.
Denition 6. Let  be a fuzzy variable with expected value e.
1. The semivariance of  is dened as
V













































1Remark 4. The variance of  is used to measure the spread of its distribution
about e = E[]. Note that, variance concerns not only the part \ is less
than e", but also the part \ is greater than e". If we are only interested
with the rst part, then we should use the concept of semi-variance.
For the example of semivariance of triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy vari-
ables, we have the following example:
Example 6. 1. The semivariance of a trapezoidal fuzzy number  = (a;b;c;d)
(where a;b;c;d 2 R such that a 6= b and c 6= d) with expected value
e = a+b+c+d





















2. The semivariance of a triangular fuzzy number  = (a;b;c) with ex-
pected value e = a+2b+c
4 is deduced from the semivariance of a trape-
















3 min(0;(b   e))]:
4.2 Semi-kurtosis: Denitions and examples
In this Subsection, we focus on the semi-Kurtosis (i.e. p=2 in (14))
Denition 7. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e. Then
the semikurtosis of  is dened
K







4  rgdr: (16)
Let us give the semikurtosis of a trapezoidal fuzzy number and a trian-
gular fuzzy number.
Example 7. 1. The semikurtosis of a trapezoidal fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c;d)
with expected value e = a+b+c+d





















2. The semikurtosis of a triangular fuzzy number  = (a;b;c) with expected
value e = a+2b+c























































1Denition 8. Let  a fuzzy variable with expected value e:






Example 8. 1. The normalized semikurtosis of a trapezo dal fuzzy vari-






4 )5 + min(0;(b e





4 )3 + min(0;(b e
4 )3)] + 1
6(d c) max(0;(e c
4 )3)]]2
2. The normalized semikurtosis of a triangular fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c)






4 )5 + 1
(b c)(b e
4 )5 min(0;(b   e))]
[ 1
6(b a)[(e a
4 )3 + 1
(b c)(b e
4 )3 min(0;(b   e))]]2
Proposition 5. Let (k)k=1;:::;n be a family of independent trapezoidal fuzzy
variables with nite expected values (ek)k=1;:::;n; (xk)k=1;:::;nbe a family of n
positive reals and  =
Pn
k=1 xkk be a portfolio. Then






k=1 xk(bk   ak)
[(
Pn












k=1 xk(dk   ck)
max(0;(
Pn










k=1 xk(bk   ak)
[(
Pn












k=1 xk(dk   ck)
max(0;(
Pn











































14.3 Links between Moments and Semi-Moments
Proposition 6. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e, MS
2p[]
and M2p[] the semi-kurtosis and kurtosis of  respectively. Then
0  M
S
2p[]  M2p[]: (17)
Proposition 7. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e. Then
M2p[] = 0 if and only if Crf = eg = 1: (18)
Proposition 8. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e. Then
M
S
2p[] = 0 if and only if Crf = eg = 1;i:e:;M2p[] = 0: (19)




2p[] = M2p[]: (20)
Remark 5. The previous results generalize those established by Huang [7]
when we consider moment and semi-moment as variance and semi-variance.
Furthermore, we can deduce the links between Kurtosis and semi-Kurtosis
of a fuzzy variable.
Corollary 4. Let  be a fuzzy variable with nite expected value e, KS[]
and K[] the semi-kurtosis and kurtosis of  respectively. Then
1.
0  K
S[]  K[]: (21)
2.
K[] = 0 if and only if Crf = eg = 1: (22)
3.
K
S[] = 0 if and only if Crf = eg = 1;i:e:;K[] = 0: (23)
4.
K






































15 An application in nance
5.1 Review, model, and a determinist program with a
family of triangular fuzzy numbers
Let i be a fuzzy variable representing the return of the ith security, and let




pi ; where pi is the closing price of the ith security at present,
p0
i is the estimated closing price in the next year, and di is the estimated
dividends during the coming year.
It is clear that p0
i and di are unknown at present. If they are estimated
as fuzzy variables, then i is also a fuzzy variable. Thereby, the portfolios
1;:::;n and the total return  = 1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn are also fuzzy
variables.
When minimal expected return, minimal skewness and maximal risk are
given, the investors prefer an asymmetric portfolio with small kurtosis .
Therefore, we propose the following mean-semivariance-skewness-semikurtosis
model:
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
minimize KS[x11 + x22 + ::: + xnn]
subject to
E[x11 + x22 + ::: + xnn]  s1
V S[x11 + x22 + ::: + xnn]  s2
S[x11 + x22 + ::: + xnn]  s3
x1 + x2 + ::: + xn = 1
xi  0;i = 1;2;:::;n:
: (25)
The rst constraint of this model ensures the expected return is no less than
some target value s1; the second one assures that risk does not exceed some
given level s2 the investor can bear, the third one assures that the skewness
is no less than some target value s3: The last two constraints imply that all
the capital will be invested to n securities and short-selling is not allowed.
The other variants of this model can be deduced from this one by changing
the objective function either by mean or semi-variance or skewness.
Theorem 1. Let (i = (ai;bi;ci))i=1;2;:::;n be a family of n independent trian-
gular fuzzy variables.







































> > > > > > > > > <













i=1 xi(bi   ei))]
subject to Pn













i=1 xi(bi   ei))]  s2
(
Pn
i=1 xi(ci   ai))2 Pn
i=1 xi(ci   2bi + ai)  32s3
x1 + x2 + ::: + xn = 1
xi  0;i = 1;2;:::;n
Remark 6. It is important to notice that, similarly to above, one can write
four variants of the previous model and deterministic program. These vari-
ants are described as follows.
1. This model minimizes risk (semi-variance) when expected return and
skewness are both no less than some given target values s1 and s3 re-
spectively and the kurtosis is no more than the given target value s4: If
the second and the third constraints (skewness and Kurtosis) do not ex-
ist, then the above model degenerates to mean-variance model proposed
earlier by Huang [7].
2. This model maximizes the expected return. Similarly, if the rst and
the third constraints (semi-variance and kurtosis) do not exist, then
the above model degenerates to mean-variance model proposed earlier
by Huang [7].
3. The third variant of the rst model is a model which maximizes the
skewness. If we cancel the third constraint (kurtosis), then the above
model degenerates to mean-variance-skewness model proposed by Li [5].
4. The fourth and last variant of the rst model is the multi-objective
nonlinear programming. The aim of this model is to minimize the risk
(semi-variance) and the kurtosis, to maximize the expected value and
the skewness when the dierent target values are unknown.
5.2 Random fuzzy simulation and Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) has been successfully used to solve many industrial
optimization problems, and has been well discussed in Goldberg[?] and re-
cently in [12]. In [12], the author designed the hybrid intelligent algorithm
integrating random fuzzy fuzzy simulation and GA is designed to solve the
proposed models. Roughly speaking, in the proposed algorithm, random






































1a fuzzy investment return X = 1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn; the Kurtosis and
semi-Kurtosis of X.
In the following, we provide a method to compute the kurtosis and semi-
kurtosis of general fuzzy variables describing security returns. Fuzzy simula-
tion was rst introduced by Liu and Iwamura [13], and then was successfully
applied to solving fuzzy optimisation problems by Liu [12]. For the compu-
tation of other parameters as mean, variance, semivariance and skewness, we
can refer to [5] and [7].
Let j be a fuzzy variable with membership function j; and decision variable
xj; for all 1  j  n: It is obvious to see that the computation of the kurtosis
and semikurtosis of the variable 1x1+2x2+:::+nxn depends on the compu-
tation of Crf1x1+2x2+:::+nxn  rg where r is a nonnegative real number.
 Computation of the credibility measure
Randomly generate real numbers ji such that j(ji)  ";j = 1;2;:::;n;i =
1;2;:::;N respectively, where " is a suciently small number, and N is a
suciently large integer. Then, the value of Crf1x1+2x2+:::+nxn 


















In the same way, we can deduce the computation of the expression
Crf1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn  rg:
 Computation of the kurtosis
Note that we write  = E[1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn] which may be
calculated by fuzzy simulation [12].
The following algorithm is used to compute K[1x1 +2x2 +:::+nxn]:
step 1. Set e = 0
step 2. Randomly generate jk such that j(jk)  ";j = 1;2;:::;n;k =
1;2;:::;N where " is a suciently small number.
step 3. Set two numbers
a = min
1kN




(1kx1 + 2kx2 + ::: + nkxn   )
4:






































1step 5. Set e    e + Crf1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn  rg:
step 6. Repeat the fourth to fth steps for N times.
step 7. Return a _ 0 + b ^ 0 +
e(b a)
N as the target value.
 Computation of the semikurtosis
Note that we write  = E[1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn] which may be
calculated by fuzzy simulation [12].
the following algorithm is used to compute KS[1x1+2x2+:::+nxn]:
step 1. Set e = 0
step 2. Randomly generate jk such that j(jk)  ";j = 1;2;:::;n;k =
1;2;:::;N; where " is a suciently small number.
Step 3. If 1kx1 + 2kx2 + ::: + nkxn     0; go to step 4 else go to
step 2.
Step 4. Set two numbers
a = min
1kN




(1kx1 + 2kx2 + ::: + nkxn   )
4:
step 5. Randomly generate a number r 2 [a;b]:
step 6. Set e    e + crf1x1 + 2x2 + ::: + nxn  rg:
step 7. Repeat the fth to sixth steps for N times.
step 8. Return a _ 0 + b ^ 0 +
e(b a)
N as the target value.
In the following, we recall general principle of GA.
Liu[12] has successfully applied GA to solve many optimization prob-
lems with fuzzy parameters. In in our work, following [5], a solution x =
(x1;:::;xn) is encoded by a chromosome c = (c1;:::;cn) where the genes ci
for i = 1;:::;n are non-negative numbers. We can then nd the decoding
processes by the relation xi = ci=
Pn
j=1 cj. The preceded relation ensures
that
Pn
j=1 xj = 1 always holds.
In GA, we employ the rank-based-evaluation(RBE) function to measure
the likelihood of reproduction for each chromosome. The RBE function is
dened by
Eval(ci) =  (1   )
i 1 ; i = 1;:::;pop   size; (26)







































1 Step 1. Initialize pop   size feasible chromosomes, in which fuzzy sim-
ulation is use d to check the feasibility of the chromosomes (i.e. xi  0,
xi = ci=
Pn
i=1 ci and therefore
Pn
j=1 xj = 1).
 Step 2. Employ random fuzzy simulation to compute the objectives of
all chromosomes, and then gives an order of the chromosomes based of
the objectives values.
 Step 3. Find the evaluation function of each chromosome according to
the RBE function. Then calculate the tness of each chromosome by
the evaluation function.
 Step 4. Select the chromosomes according to spinning roulettes wheel.
 Step 5. Update the chromosomes by crossover operation and muta-
tion operation where random fuzzy simulation is utilized to check the
feasibility of each child.
 Step 6. Repeat Steps 2-5 for a given number of generations.
 Step 7. Report the best chromosome, and then decoded into the opti-
mal soplution.
6 Concluding remarks
Dierent from Huang [7] and Li et al.[5], after recalling the denition of mean,
variance, semi-variance and skewness, this paper consider the k-moments
(i.e. Kurtosis for k = 4) and semi-moments (i.e. semi-Kurtosis for k = 4)
for portfolio selection with fuzzy risk factors (i.e. returns). In order to mea-
sure the leptokurtocity of fuzzy portfolio return, notions of moments and
the semi-moments of fuzzy portfolio are originally introduced in this paper,
and their mathematical properties are studied. As an extension of the mean-
semivariance-skewness model for fuzzy portfolio, the mean-semivariance-skewness-
semikurtosis is presented and the corresponding variants (the mean-variance-
skewness-kurtosis, the mean-variance-skewness-semikurtosis and the mean-
variance-skewness-semikurtosis models) are also considered. We briey de-
signed the genetic algorithm integrating fuzzy simulation for our optimization







































17 Proof of the results
Throughout this Section,  is a fuzzy variable with E[] = e:
Proof of Proposition 1: For a symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy variable
 = (a;b;c;d); we can easily show the following result:
Crf(   e)k  rg = Crf   e 
k p
rg _ Crf   e 
k p
rg:













2 )k  r  (c b
2 + )k
0; if r  (c b
2 + )k
where  = d   c = b   a:





















2k+1(k+1) : The proof is complete. 
Proof of Corollary 1: We show that, for a symmetric fuzzy variable
;mk[] is nil when k is an odd number.
By denition, we have:
mk[] = E[( E[])k] =
R +1




In [5], X. Li has already proved that for a symmetric fuzzy variable ; E[] = e
and Crf   e  rg = Crf   e   rg; where e is a real number such that




0 Crf( e)k  rgdr 
R 0
 1 Crf( e)k  rgdr =
R +1
0 krk 1Crf 
e  rgdr  
R 0
 1 krk 1Crf   e  rgdr =
R +1
0 krk 1Crf   e   rgdr  
R +1
0 krk 1Crf   e  rgdr = 0:
Now, we assume that k is an even integer.
For a symmetric triangular fuzzy variable  = (a;b;c); we can easily show
the following result:
Since Crf(   e)k  rg = Crf   e 
k p
rg _ Crf   e 
k p
rg; we have:




2 ; if 0  r  k
0; if r  k
where  = c   b = b   a:





2 dr = 1
2k+2 k: 






































1Crf   e 
4 p
rg _ Crf   e 
4 p



























3) i) Let a;b 2 R: We have K[a + b] = E[(a + b   E[a + b])4]: Since
E[a +b] = aE[]+b; we deduce that K[a +b] = E[(a +b aE[] b)4] =
E[(a   aE[])4] = a4E[(   E[])4] = a4K[]:
ii) Since V [a + b] = a2V []; we deduce K1[a + b] = K1[]: 
Proof of Corollary 2: When  is a symmetric fuzzy variable, we have:
Crf( e)4  rgdr = Crf e 
4 p
rg and Crf( e)2  rgdr = Crf e 
2 p
rg and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Proposition 3: 1) Let  = (a;b;c;d) be a trapezoidal fuzzy
variable such that E[] = e; = b   a; = d   c.





we can easily obtain the following results:
i)When  > ; then e < c: We can so distinguish the two following cases as
follows:
1stcase: e < b
Crf(   e)
4  rg =
8
> > > > > <




2 ; if 0  r  (b   e)4
1








2 ; if (e   a+b
2 )4  r  (e   a)4
0; if r  (e   a)4:
and nally we get:
K[] =
R +1















2ndcase: e > b
Crf(   e)
4  rg =
8
> > > <
> > > :
1








2 ; if (e   a+b
2 )4  r  (e   a)4






































1and nally we get:
K[] =
R +1













ii) When  < ; we use a similar way to calculate K[]:
iii)When  = ; we have:
Crf(   e)













2 )4  r  (c b
2 + )4
0; if r  (c b
2 + )4
 = d   c = b   a





4  rgdr =
5[(c   b) + ]4 + 102[(c   b) + ]2 + 4
160
:
2) Let  = (a;b;c) be a triangular fuzzy variable such that E[] = e; =
b   a; = c   b. By using the fact that Crf(   e)4  rg = Crf   e 
4 p
rg _ Crf   e 
4 p
rg; we can easily obtain the following results:
i)When  > ; then e < b and
Crf(   e)
4  rg =
8
> > > <













2 ; if (
+
4 )4  r  (e   a)4
0; if r  (e   a)4





4  rgdr =
2535 + 3954 + 174 + 29032 + 7023   5
10:240
:
ii) When  < ; we use a similar way to calculate K[]:
iii)When  = ; we have:
Crf(   e)





2 ; if 0  r  k
0; if r  4:















































Proof of Corollary 3: We deduce these results from Proposition 3.
Proof of Proposition 6: Let  2  and r 2 R: With (13), we have:
[( e) ]2p =

(   e)2p si   e
0 si  > e : Thus we distinguish two cases as follows:
i) If ()  e; then [(()   e) ]2p = (()   e)2p: And [(()   e) ]2p  r ,
(()   e)2p  r:
ii) If () > e; then [(()   e) ]2p = 0 and (()   e)2p  [(()   e) ]2p:
Thus the inequality [(()   e) ]2p  r implies (()   e)2p  r: We de-
duce that 8;r; f=[(()   e) ]2p  rg  f=(()   e)2p  rg: Since Cr is
monotone, we have: 8r;Crf[(   e) ]2p  rg  Crf(   e)2p  rg: Hence
K[] =
R +1
0 Crf(   e)2p  rgdr 
R +1
0 Crf[(   e) ]2p  rgdr = KS[]: 
For p = 2, we show (21).
Proof of Proposition 7: Assume that  is symmetric anf let p 2 N .
(() : Assume that Crf = eg = 1: Thus we have: Crf   e = 0g = 1 i
Crf(   e)2p = 0g = 1: With the self-duality of Cr; we have Crf(   e)2p 6=
0g = 0:
Let r > 0: We have: Crf( e)2p  rg  Crf( e)2p > 0g  Crf( e)2p 6=
0g = 0: That means 8r > 0;Crf(   e)2p  rg = 0: And we deduce
K[] =
R +1
0 Crf(   e)2p  rgdr = 0:
():) Assume that K[] = 0: Since Cr takes values in [0;1]; this equal-
ity means Crf(   e)2p  rg = 0;8r > 0: Since Cr is self-dual, we have
Crf(   e)2p = 0g = 1 and we deduce that Crf   e = 0g = 1; that is,
Crf = eg = 1: 
Assume that  is symmetric and replace p = 2 in the precede proof to
obtain (22).
Proof of Proposition 8: Let p 2 N. Assume that M2p[] = 0: With
Proposition 6, we have MS
2p[] = 0:
Assume that MS
2p[] = 0: that is, E[[(   e) ]2p] = 0: Since E[[(   e) ]2p] = R +1
0 Crf[(   e) ]2p  rgdr; and the credibility measure Cr takes its value
in [0;1]; then Crf[(  e) ]2p  rg = 0;8r > 0: By the self-duality of Cr; we
have Crf[(   e) ]2p = 0g = 1 and, deduce that
Crf(   e)
  = 0g = 1: (27)
Since    e = (   e)  + (   e)+; then 27 implies    e = (   e)+:
And E[(   e)] = E[(   e)+] =
R +1






































1implies that Crf(   e)+  rg = 0;8r > 0: Since Cr is self dual, we obtain
Crf(   e)+ = 0g = 1:
With Crf(   e)  = 0g = 1 and Crf(   e)+ = 0g = 1; we deduce
Crf(   e) = 0g = 1; that is, Crf = eg = 1: With Proposition 7, we
have M2p[] = 0: 
When p = 2 and  is symmetric we obtain (23).








rgdr; it suces to show that: Crf(  e)2p  rg = Crf[(  e) ]2p  rg: For
that we distinguish two cases:
- If r < 0; then we have Crf( e)2p  rg = Crf[( e) ]2p  rg = Crfg =
1:
- If r  0; then (with r = r02p) and assume that r0 > 0: We have (   e)2p 
r , (   e) 2]   1; r0] [ [r0;+1[; and [(   e) ]2p  r , (   e)  2
] 1; r0][[r0;+1[: Therefore, we obtain Crf( e)2p  rg = 1 Crf r0 <
   e < r0g;Crf[(   e) ]2p  rg = 1   Crf r0 < (   e)  < r0g:
It rests to show that Crf r0 <    e < r0g = Crf r0 < (   e)  < r0g:
Let  be the membership function of  e and 0 be the membership function
of (   e) : Let us recall that 0 =

 if  < e
0 otherwise :
We have:
Crf r0 <  e < r0g = 1
2[1+supx2] r0;r0[ (x) max(supx2] 1; r0[ (x);supx2]r0;+1;[ (x))] =
1
2[1 + supx2] r0;0[  supx2] 1; r0[ (x)]:
We also have Crf r0 < (   e)  < r0g = Crf r0 < (   e)   0g since
(   e)   0: Therefore
Crf r






























Since 0(x) = 0, 8x 2]0;+1[, hence
Crf r
0 <    e < r
0g = Crf r
0 < (   e)
  < r
0g:
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